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Biochemistry, Stanford University, Stanford, CaliforniaABSTRACT The ionic atmosphere around nucleic acids remains only partially understood at atomic-level detail. Ion counting
(IC) experiments provide a quantitative measure of the ionic atmosphere around nucleic acids and, as such, are a natural route
for testing quantitative theoretical approaches. In this article, we replicate IC experiments involving duplex DNA in NaCl(aq) using
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, the three-dimensional reference interaction site model (3D-RISM), and nonlinear Poisson-
Boltzmann (NLPB) calculations and test against recent buffer-equilibration atomic emission spectroscopy measurements.
Further, we outline the statistical mechanical basis for interpreting IC experiments and clarify the use of specific concentration
scales. Near physiological concentrations, MD simulation and 3D-RISM estimates are close to experimental results, but at
higher concentrations (>0.7 M), both methods underestimate the number of condensed cations and overestimate the number
of excluded anions. The effect of DNA charge on ion and water atmosphere extends 20–25 A˚ from its surface, yielding layered
density profiles. Overall, ion distributions from 3D-RISMs are relatively close to those from corresponding MD simulations, but
with less Naþ binding in grooves and tighter binding to phosphates. NLPB calculations, on the other hand, systematically under-
estimate the number of condensed cations at almost all concentrations and yield nearly structureless ion distributions that are
qualitatively distinct from those generated by both MD simulation and 3D-RISM. These results suggest that MD simulation and
3D-RISMmay be further developed to provide quantitative insight into the characterization of the ion atmosphere around nucleic
acids and their effect on structure and stability.INTRODUCTIONThe ionic atmosphere around nucleic acids has a major
impact on the stability of secondary and tertiary structure,
modulating the binding of charged drugs and proteins and
condensation and packing in cells (1). Recently, several
experimental methods have been developed to examine
the nature of ion atmosphere around nucleic acids through
ion-counting experiments that rely on anomalous small-
angle x-ray scattering (2,3), buffer equilibration atomic
emission spectroscopy (BE-AES) (4,5), and titration with
fluorescent dyes (6). In previous decades, 23Na or 39Co
NMR relaxation rates have also been employed (7,8). There
is a long history of theoretical models that attempt to
describe ion atmosphere around nucleic acids, but there
are relatively few calculations using models with atomic
detail, in large part because equilibration of the water and
ion distributions around nucleic acids is very slow in molec-
ular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo simulations (9,10) and
has only recently become feasible.
It is generally accepted that the majority of ions sur-
rounding a nucleic acid molecule stay within a few ang-
stroms of its surface and are able to diffuse along it or to
the bulk, whereas relatively few ions occupy specific bind-
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0006-3495/14/02/0883/12 $2.00important. The former type of binding was designated by
Manning as territorial, as opposed to atmospheric, binding,
a characteristic of nonpolymeric solutions (11,12). Experi-
ments have shown that counterions associate with nucleic
acids at salt concentrations much smaller than physiolog-
ical concentrations, a fact attributed to the polymeric nature
of nucleic acids (13). Manning’s counterion condensation
theory (11,12,14–16) posits that beyond a certain threshold
in axial charge density, an excess of 0.7–0.8 monovalent
cations are bound per phosphate unit. Further, it has been
shown that this phenomenon is the result of the attempt
of the ionic and solvent atmosphere to neutralize the
nucleic acid through counterion condensation and coion
depletion (13). Although counterion condensation is prom-
inent at low bulk salt concentration, as the bulk salt con-
centration increases the contribution from anion depletion
rises (17).
Theoretical approaches for studying nucleic-acid-ion
interactions beyond Manning’s theory include MD simula-
tions (9,10,18–32), nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann (NLPB)
(4,17,29,33–35) calculations, and integral equation theory
(IET) (36–39). MD in conjunction with molecular me-
chanics force fields has the advantage of providing complete
atomistic detail of ion and water distributions, including
dynamical information, but at larger computational expense
than similar calculations using NLPB or IET. NLPB calcu-
lations avoid these computational costs but considerably
oversimplify the physics of hydration and neutralization
and omit ion correlation. IET, and specifically the three-
dimensional reference interaction site model (3D-RISM)http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.01.021
884 Giambasxu et al.(40–43), provides a third approach that makes use of
explicit-solvent models and provides molecular, noncontin-
uum detail at intermediate computational cost. The 3D-
RISM can be considered parameter-free, requiring only an
approximate closure relation and the same molecular me-
chanics model used for MD simulations (44).
In this article, we examine both the macroscopic and
microscopic pictures of how nucleic acids interact with
their ionic atmosphere as generated by MD simulations,
3D-RISM, and conventional NLPB calculations. To assure
a proper comparison between theory and experiment, we
replicate ion-counting experiments carried out using buffer
equilibration atomic emission spectroscopy (4). The pri-
mary observable that allows the connection between ion-
counting experiments and theory is the number of excess
ions per solute, or preferential interaction parameters
(PIPs). Several approaches for computing PIPs have been
used in the past and we also aim to clarify the proper use
of concentration scales to be used for comparing theoretical
results with experimental data. At the microscopic level, we
show that structural details of density distributions of ions
and water around DNA clearly distinguish between contin-
uum and noncontinuum theories. At the macroscopic level,
we reveal that MD and 3D-RISM estimates are close to
experimental results near physiological concentrations, but
that at concentrations >0.7 M, both methods underestimate
the number of condensed cations and overestimate the
number of excluded anions. NLPB calculations, on the
other hand, systematically underestimate the number of
condensed cations at almost all concentrations, and yield
nearly structureless ion distributions that are qualitatively
distinct from those generated by both MD simulations and
3D-RISM.ION-COUNTING EXPERIMENTS
Ion-counting experiments measure the number of excess
ions (G) or PIPs around nucleic acid molecules. These quan-
tities can be measured experimentally in a variety of ways,
most simply by dialysis experiments that count the number
of ions crossing a semipermeable membrane when a nucleic
acid is added (4,45). Specifically, for DNA molecules
immersed in an aqueous solution containing a single type
of anion () and cation (þ),
G
ðMÞ
þ= ¼
M
ð1Þ
þ= Mð2Þþ=
M
ð1Þ
DNA
; (1)
where M stands for the molarity of the corresponding spe-
cies in the two chambers of the osmotic cell (46).
PIPs measure the preference of a solute (labeled 2) for
water (labeled 1) or a cosolvent (labeled 3) (47,48). PIPs
are fundamental in studying salt effects (7,49,50) and mea-
sure the integrated amount by which the local concentrationBiophysical Journal 106(4) 883–894of water or cosolvent around the solute differ from the
corresponding values in the bulk. When computed for ionic
species, PIPs are also called Donnan coefficients. In the case
of this study, the cosolvent is represented by dissociated
sodium chloride, although it can be any charged or neutral
species in general. The definition of G23 depends on the
units of concentration used (47,48): for molality (m) or
molarity (M) scales, G23 is defined as
G
ðmÞ
23 h lim
m2/0

vm3
vm2

T;m1;m3
(2)
and
G
ðMÞ
23 h lim
M2/0

vM3
vM2

T;m1;m3
; (3)
These definitions are valid in the limit of infinite dilution
of the solute and are derived in the grand canonical
ensemble resembling the experimental conditions of dial-
ysis. This corresponds to equal chemical potentials of salt
and water in the two chambers of the osmosis experiment.
As discussed below, the molal and molar scales lead to
different values of PIPs. From the specific case of the system
considered here, index 2 corresponds to the DNA, index 1 to
water, and index 3 to sodium chloride, NaCl. When the
cosolvent is a monovalent salt and PIPs are determined
separately for monocationic (þ) and monoanionic () spe-
cies, one can show that
G2þ  G2 ¼ jZ2j (4)
and
G2þ þ G2 ¼ jZ2j þ 2G23; (5)
where Z2 is the charge of the solute (7,49,50). Combining
Eqs. 4 and 5 leads to G23 ¼ G2, i.e., the preferential order
parameter for the anion is equal to that of the salt. Thus,
jG2j can be interpreted as the number of pairs of mono-
valent cations and anions depleted when titrating DNA in
the salt solution.Ion counting using Kirkwood-Buff integrals
Kirkwood-Buff (KB) integrals, Gag, are central quantities in
liquid state theory (51) and are defined as
Gag ¼
Z
V

gagðrÞ  1

dr; (6)
where gagðrÞ is the pair distribution function (PDF) at
constant chemical potential, m, volume, V, and temperature,
T, with a and g representing any two components of the
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onical ensemble can be calculated for molal and molar
concentration units using
G
ðmÞ
2þ ¼ rþðG2þ  G21Þ; (7)
and
G
ðMÞ
2þ ¼ rþG2þ: (8)
It has been argued thatGag can be estimated fromMD simu-
lation in isothermal-isobaric (NPT) or canonical (NVT) en-
sembles by integrating not to infinity but to a correlation
radius, RC (52–55):
Gagz
ZRC
0

gNVTag ðrÞ  1

dr
st gNVTag ðrÞ ¼ 1cr>RC:
(9)
The RC, also called the radius of influence, delimits the
space around the solute for which the solvent and cosolvent
concentrations are different from those found in the bulk
(53,55). The location and shape of the partition are arbitrary
but should be large enough that the bulk region is not per-
turbed by the solute. The partition should be of fixed volume
and shape. For well converged simulations, there is no need
to estimate R, as one can carry out the integration up to the
system boundary. For the case of the rigid B-DNA molecule
considered here (48 nucleobases and a 46 charge), our
calculations indicate that the correlation radius slightly de-
creases with increasing salt concentration and can be esti-
mated to be 20–25 A˚ from the DNA helical axis. This
means that to simulate the DNA in equilibrium with a
bulk salt, one has to extend the simulation periodic box to
accommodate the volume enclosed in the correlation radius
plus an additional volume representing the bulk. The size of
this additional volume has to be large enough to allow RDFs
to properly converge (18) (see also Pollack (3)).
For 3D-RISM, to account for the long-range behavior of
the ion distributions, a correction is applied using the long-
range asymptotic solution to the total correlation function.
The correction was originally proposed to overcome diffi-
culties in performing the inverse fast Fourier transform
when solving the RISM equation and captures the Debye-
screened long-range distribution of the electrolyte (42,43).FIGURE 1 Ion counting using the two-domain approach (46), adapted
from Anderson and Record (56). The simulated system is separated into
two regions, dark gray (region 1) and light gray (region 2), with the bound-
ary between the two regions shown as a dashed line. Region 1 has to be
chosen so that it contains at least all the solvent and cosolvent within the
correlation radius (see text) from the DNA, and region 2 so that it resembles
the bulk with uniform concentration of salt. Using this approach, a formula
for the PIPs can be derived that depends on the salt bulk (region 2) concen-
tration. This method may be useful when the g(r) cannot be easily defined.Ion counting using the two-partition (domain)
model
For methods that directly generate PDFs, such as 3D-RISM
and NLPB theory, calculating PIPs with KB integrals is a
natural approach. However, for MD simulations, calculating
and storing 3D PDFs from a trajectory can be a com-
putationally complex and memory-intensive procedure.One way to lessen the effort required is to use the two-parti-
tion approach, introduced first by Anderson and Record in a
general context (46, 56).
Within the two-domain approach, the system of interest
is partitioned into two regions (see Fig. 1): a local region
(R1) surrounding the solute, for which the densities of
solvent and cosolvent (ions) are different from those found
in the bulk, and a bulk region (R2) for which the densities of
solvent and salt are uniform. This resembles an osmotic cell
that allows the free exchange of solvent and cosolvent be-
tween R1 and R2 but in which the solute is restricted to
R1. It must be pointed out that during the MD simulations,
the instantaneous total charge in the two partitions fluctu-
ates, representing better the situation one would find in a
grand canonical ensemble or an osmosis experiment. Since
solvent and cosolvent are free to diffuse across the virtual
membrane, we obtain the desired Tm1m3 ensemble, similar
to the KB approach (52–54).
One can further adapt Eq. 1 for the case of an MD
simulation. Taking into account that MD simulations are
run with a constant number of particles and constant volume
ðNx ¼ Nð1Þx þ Nð2Þx ;V ¼ Vð1Þ þ Vð2ÞÞ and contain a single
DNA molecule, Eq. 1 becomes
G
ðmÞ
2;þ ¼ Nþ 
rþ
rH2O
NH2O (10)
G
ðMÞ
2;þ ¼ Nþ  rþV: (11)Integrating over the volume of the simulation cell yields
Eqs. 10 and 11 from Eqs. 7 and 8, respectively. It can beBiophysical Journal 106(4) 883–894
886 Giambasxu et al.seen from Eqs. 10 and 11 that it is sufficient to estimate the
average number density of water and NaCl in the bulklike
region 2 after equilibration. The partition between the inner
and bulk regions is chosen so that the inner region includes
all the particles located within the correlation radius.
Both the KB integral method and the two-partition
method depend on a good representation of the bulk region
to estimate the ion and water concentrations. With that in
mind, in this work, the DNA-water-ion system used in the
MD simulations was extended at least 60 A˚ in the direction
perpendicular to the DNA main axis. Pappu and Chen (18)
have shown that there is a strong interdependence between
the size of the simulation system and convergence of the dis-
tribution functions of charged species around nucleic acids.METHODS
MD simulations
Molecular mechanics force fields
The 24L B-DNA structure was prepared with Nucleic Acid Builder (NAB)
(57) using the Arnott B-DNA fiber diffraction model (58). Three popular
water models were used: TIP3P (59), TIP4P-Ew (60,61), and SPC/E (62).
Only the SPC/E water model was used in 3D-RISM, with modified
hydrogen Lennard-Jones parameters (44): sH=2 ¼ ðsO=2Þ  bOH and
eH ¼ 0:1eO, where s and E are the standard Lennard-Jones parameters
and bOH is the intramolecular oxygen-hydrogen bond distance. Hydrogen
Lennard-Jones parameters are necessary to converge dielectrically consis-
tent RISM (DRISM) equations, and these parameters have been shown to
reproduce the solvent polarization free energy of explicit simulations for
both polypeptides (44) and ions (63) in water. Ion parameters that were opti-
mized to reproduce solvation energies and shown to prevent the salting-out
effect were taken from Joung and Cheatham (64) and were not modified for
RISM calculations. The all-atom ff10 force field for nucleic acids was used
(65,66). We denote the three force fields as JC:TIP3P, JC:TIP4P-Ew,
JC:SPC/E. (Since the DNA is harmonically restrained and the ff10 force
field improves only some torsional terms of the ff99 force field (67), the
results reported here should be the same when using either force field.).
All topologies and structures were generated with the AMBER 10 package
(68–70). The COULOMB constant used in NAMD 2.7 71 (332.0636) was
changed to correspond to that used in the AMBER suite of programs
(332.0522173) (68–70).
MD simulation protocol
Simulations were performed with the NAMD simulation package (version
2.7) (71). The DNA immersed in a preequilibrated water box with hexago-
nal prism symmetry (a¼ bz 127.0 A˚, cz 152.0 A˚, a¼ 90, b¼ 90, g¼
60). The ionic atmosphere consisted of Naþ and Cl ions that were added
at random positions at least 5.0 A˚ away from any DNA atom to neutralize
the system to reach a desired starting concentration of ~0.2 and 0.7 M. The
isothermal-isobaric (NPT) or isothermal (NVT) ensemble were used at 1
atm and 300 K using the Nose´-Hoover-Langevin piston (72,73) with a
decay period of 100.0 fs and a damping timescale of 50 fs and the Langevin
thermostat with a collision frequency of 0.1 ps1. The smooth particle mesh
Ewald method (74,75) was employed with a B-spline interpolation order of
6 and the default k value used in NAMD. The fast Fourier transform grid
points used for the lattice directions were chosen using  1.0 A˚ spacing.
Nonbonded interactions were treated using an atom-based cutoff of
9.0 A˚, with no switching for nonbond potentials. Numerical integration
was performed using the leap-frog Verlet algorithm with a 2 fs time step
(76). Covalent bond lengths involving water hydrogens were constrainedBiophysical Journal 106(4) 883–894using the SHAKE algorithm (77). All heavy atoms of the DNA were
restrained to their initial positions with a harmonic potential using a 2.0
kcal=mol A2 force constant. The systems were equilibrated for 35 ns in
the NPT ensemble. The motions and relaxation of solvent and counter-
and coions are notoriously slow to converge in nucleic acid simulations
(10), and careful equilibration is critical, especially for low salt concentra-
tions. Further details of the various simulations are given in Table S2 in the
Supporting Material.RISM
The 3D density distribution of aqueous salt solutions around a large macro-
molecule such as DNA can be directly computed for each atomic site of the
solvent using the 3D-RISM (40–43). Like NLPB calculations, numerical
solutions are iteratively solved on a 3D grid in the infinite-dilution regime,
but unlike NLPB, 3D-RISM uses common molecular force fields to model
both the solute and solvent and explicitly calculates an equilibrium density
distribution of solvent around the solute.
The 3D-RISM is based on the Ornstein and Zernike IET (the OZ equa-
tion) (78,79), which expresses the density distribution in terms of direct
and indirect correlation functionals. The OZ equation is inherently six-
dimensional for polyatomic molecules due to orientational dependence
on the intermolecular interactions. 3D-RISM formalism reduces this to
three dimensions by orientational averaging of the solvent degrees of
freedom such that the resulting solvent density distributions contain only
a spatial dependence, rgðrÞ. In this manner, the distributions of atomic sites
on water and salt are represented on 3D grids via the total correlation func-
tion, hgðrÞ ¼ ðrgðrÞ=rbulkg Þ  1, and the direct correlation function, cgðrÞ,
which are related as
hgðrÞ ¼
X
a
Z
caðr r0Þcagðr0Þdr0: (12)
cagðrÞ is the site-site solvent susceptibility of solvent sites a and g and
contains the orientationally averaged bulk properties of the solvent. We
use the DRISM integral equation (80,81) to precompute bcag. In practice,
the convolution integrals in Eq. 12 are performed in reciprocal space using
a 3D fast Fourier transform,
bhgðkÞ ¼ X
a
bcaðkÞbcagðkÞ; (13)
an approach first developed for the OZ equation (82–84) and later applied
to 1D-RISM (85) and 3D-RISM (43,86,87) that considers the long-range
nature of electrostatic interactions between solvent and solute.
As in all OZ-based theories, a second, so-called closure equation must be
used to obtain a unique solution. Due to the complexity of the closure equa-
tion, an approximation must be used. The form of this approximation has a
major impact on the convergence of calculations, as well as on resulting
thermodynamic quantities and densities. The general 3D-RISM closure
relation has the form
gagðrÞ ¼ hagðrÞ þ 1
¼ expf  buagðrÞ þ hagðrÞ  cagðrÞ þ bagðrÞg;
where gagðrÞ is the PDF and bagðrÞ is the bridge function, which is only
known as an infinite series of functionals and is always subject to some
approximation (51). Many closure relations have been developed for
IETs, of which the most popular are the hypernetted chain (HNC) (88)
and partially linearized Kovalenko-Hirata (KH) (41) equations. In HNC
88, the bridge function is simply set to zero. HNC produces good results
for ionic (38,81,89,90) and polar systems (91–93) and has an exact,
closed-form expression for the excess chemical potential when coupled
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converge. The KH closure (41) is numerically robust and addresses this
problem by linearizing regions of density greater than bulk, gagðrÞ>1.
The partial series expansion of order-n (PSE-n) (95) generalizes the linear-
ization to a Taylor series,
gPSEna ðrÞ ¼
8><
>:
exp

taðrÞ

taðrÞ<0
1þ
Xn
i¼ 1
taðrÞi
i!
taðrÞR0
taðrÞ ¼ buaðrÞ þ haðrÞ  caðrÞ;
(14)
where b is the reciprocal thermodynamic temperature. For n ¼ 1, the KH
closure is recovered and HNC is the limiting case as n/N. Like HNC,
KH and PSE-n closures have an exact, closed-form expression for the
chemical potential.
The number of terms used in the PSE-n closure does have an impact on
the physical properties of the solvent, particularly for ions (63). For all
calculations presented here, we used the highest order closure that could
be converged with the cSPC/E model, PSE-4. For more discussion on the
choice of closure and the impact on the calculated PIPs, see the Supporting
Material.
DRISM
DRISM calculations were performed using the rism1d program in the
AmberTools 12 molecular modeling package (44,96) and were performed
largely according to the procedure of Joung et al. (63). To obtain bcagðkÞ
of the bulk solvent, the DRISM equation coupled with the PSE-4 closure,
was iteratively solved using the modified direct inversion of the iterative
subspace (97) to a residual tolerance of 1012 at a temperature of 298.15
K and a dielectric constant of 78.44 for bulk water. A grid spacing of
0.025 A˚ was used throughout. To aid the convergence, solutions from
lower-order closures, starting from KH, were iteratively used as initial
guesses until the PSE-4 closure was converged. The water density for
each salt concentration was interpolated from experimental measurements
using cubic splines (63,98,99).
3D-RISM
3D-RISM calculations were performed using the rism3d.snglpnt program in
the AmberTools 12 molecular modeling package (44,96). Equation 13,
coupled with PSE-4 closures, was iteratively solved using the modified
direct inversion of the iterative subspace to a residual tolerance of 106
for all ion concentrations. Similar to the DRISM calculations, rapid conver-
gence was achieved by first performing a few iterations with KH through
PSE-3 closures to provide an initial guess for PSE-4. The extent of the
solvation-box grid used was selected for each concentration to obtain a
precision 0.002 excess ions together with a grid spacing of 0.5 A˚. (for
further information, see Table S2).NLPB model
The NLPB method has been described in detail elsewhere (100,101).
Briefly, NLPB has the form
V$½eðxÞVfðxÞþ4p
Xm
j¼ 1
rjqj
 expqjfðxÞ=kTVjðxÞ=kT	¼4prUðxÞ;
(15)
where eðxÞ is an inhomogeneous dielectric medium of relative permittivity,
rUðxÞ is the charge distribution of the solute, rj is the bulk number densityof the jth species of mobile ion in solution with charge qj , VjðxÞ is the steric
interaction between the mobile ion and the solute, and fðxÞ is the resulting
electrostatic potential. fðxÞ can be numerically solved for on a 3D grid,
which gives, for the PDF of ion species j, the expression
gjðxÞ ¼ exp
 qjfðxÞ=kT  VjðxÞ=kT	: (16)
NLPB calculations were performed with Adaptive Poisson Boltzmann
Solver (APBS) 1.4.1 (102). The grid size and spacing were adjusted to
ensure that there were at least three digits of precision in all calculated
values (<1% error). Where possible, a grid spacing of 1 A˚ was used,
even when a 2 A˚ spacing gave the same result within the tolerable error.
However, APBS is limited to 5123 total grid points, and we were required
to use a 2 A˚ grid spacing for salt concentrations <0:1 M. Testing showed
that even at this larger spacing, the desired precision was achieved. Grid
sizes used for all reported values are summarized in Table S3. The internal
dielectric of the DNA was set to 1, and 78.54 was used for the solvent,
where the standard molecular surface definition was used (srfm mol) with
a solvent radius of 1.4 A˚. Single Debye-Hu¨ckel boundary conditions (bcfl
sdh) were used. Temperature was set to 298.15 K. Ion concentrations
were identical to those used for DRISM and 3D-RISM.
For all calculations, an ion radius of 1.85 A˚ was used to define VjðxÞ in
Eq. 15. This radius was selected because a 1.85 A˚ ion with 1 e charge at
infinite dilution in APBS, using a 66 A˚  66 A˚ 66 A˚ grid with
0.3333 A˚ grid spacing, has a solvation free energy of 90.2 kcal/mol,
which is reasonably close to the values from experiment and the Joung-
Cheatham parameters in explicit solvent. As we do not expect Cl to
make direct contact with the surface of the DNA, we are justified in using
VNaþ ðxÞ ¼ VCl ðxÞ, which is standard behavior in APBS. All other param-
eters are the same as the DNA calculations, and grid size and spacing were
varied to ensure at least three digits of precision in the calculated value (see
Table S3 for further details).RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Molecular distribution functions
Distribution functions are key to creating an average picture
of how ions and water arrange around the DNA, as well as
for extracting thermodynamic quantities such as PIPs that
can be used to compare with ion-counting experiments.
Here, we use three types of distribution function available
from explicit-solvent MD simulations, 3D-RISM, and
NLPB calculations, respectively, which we refer to as 3D,
2D, and 1D distributions. 3D and 1D distributions are
commonly used to represent solvent and ion distributions
around nucleic acids, and we describe them succinctly in
the next paragraphs. Our approach to build 2D distributions
is described in the next section.
3D distributions contain most of the information on how
solvent and salt distribute around a rigid solute and are
usually displayed using isosurfaces (see Fig. 2). 3D distribu-
tions are stored on 3D rectangular grids and are the main
output from 3D-RISM and NLPB calculations.
1D distribution functions (see Fig. 5) are based on the
fact that the approximate cylindrical shape of the B-DNA
molecule works well for representing the solvent and ion
distributions in cylindrical coordinates ðr; q; zÞ with den-
sity averaged along z and q, where the z axis coincides
with the helical axis. We call these distribution functionsBiophysical Journal 106(4) 883–894
FIGURE 2 Cylindrical shells of sodium ion den-
sity around 24L DNA at 0.7452 M NaCl calculated
by MD (upper row), 3D-RISM-PSE-4 (middle
row), and NLPB (lower row). The shells isolate
density extending radially from the DNA center
of mass for 0–5 A˚ (left), 5–7.5 A˚ (center), and
7.5–15 A˚ (right) and correspond to regions identi-
fied in Figs. 3 and 5. Isosurfaces are at 4 (blue), 16
(yellow), and 64 times (orange) the bulk density.
To see this figure in color, go online.
888 Giambasxu et al.cylindrical radial distribution functions (cRDFs). cRDFs
are able to capture the layered distribution of ions with
respect to the DNA main axis(see Fig. 5).
In general, the overall shape of distributions does not
change drastically with salt concentration, but the relative
values of the density near the DNA with respect to bulk
densities increase with decreasing concentration. Distribu-
tions obtained from 3D-RISM and MD simulations show a
high degree of similarity, being highly structured, unlike
those obtained from NLPB calculations.
2D untwisted densities
The density of ions and water in the average plane of a
basepair can reveal useful information on the types of inter-
actions in the major and minor grooves, as well as around
the phosphates. This can be realized by analyzing the ion
or water densities for each basepair plane, but as the number
of basepairs increases, this becomes a complex task. Fig. 3 B
shows a distribution in a plane perpendicular to the helical
axis and averaged over the entire length of the DNA.
Although one can roughly identify binding to the grooves
and phosphates, the helical disposition of basepairs makes
this type of representation hard to interpret. Here, we decon-
volute this type of mapping through untwisting. First, we
define a twisting rate ð _UÞ as the ratio between the average
helical twist ðUÞ and rise (Dz). Helical twist is defined as
the angle between the C10-C10 vectors of adjacent basepairs.
The rise is defined as the distance between the planes of
adjacent basepairs. Second, each position that is mapped
is transformed through a rotation around the helical axisBiophysical Journal 106(4) 883–894(here chosen to be the z axis) that removes its corresponding
twist:
rut ¼ R1z

_Uz
  r;
where rut is the untwisted position vector, r is the original
position, and Rz is a transformation matrix that corresponds
to a rotation around the the helical axis, z. For the B-DNA
structure studied in this work, the average twisting rate, _U,
was calculated to be 0.18587 rad/A˚. Untwisting is followed
by averaging along a desired interval along the helical axis,
z. An example of an untwisted Naþ density is shown in
Fig. 3 C overlapped with the averaged untwisted positions
of all heavy atoms of the DNA molecule. The effect of un-
twisting can be easily monitored using the C10 atom posi-
tions in the basepair planes (Fig. 3 C, green dots). Before
untwisting, the C10 atoms are distributed along a circle,
but afterward they are localized in two well defined points
located at an approximate distance of 10 A˚, which is typical
for a Watson-Crick basepair. Although not explicitly shown,
untwisting has a minimal effect on the other nucleobase
atoms. Untwisting has a larger distortion effect on the
DNA backbone.Ion bridges in the major and minor grooves
MD simulations and 3D-RISM show that both water and
cations penetrate into the minor and major grooves, forming
well defined interaction patterns. With water treated implic-
itly, NLPB is able to place ions in the grooves, albeit in
FIGURE 3 Construction of 2D untwisted density distributions. (A and B)
Helical disposition of DNA basepairs (A) leads to a convoluted map of Naþ
ions (B). (C) Removing the helical twist angle U (i.e., untwisting) for each
plane perpendicular to the main axis leads to a better resolved average dis-
tribution. Untwisting has a relatively minor effect on the relative distribu-
tion of atoms belonging to an average basepair, as shown by the dot
clusters (red, oxygen; blue, nitrogen; gray, carbon; yellow, phosphorus).
For example, although the C10 atoms (green circles) are distributed nearly
uniformly along a circle in the original mapping (B), untwisting leads to two
localized positions (C). Numbered regions are discussed in text. (D) Orien-
tation of typical basepairs. The ion densities shown here are derived from
calculations using a bulk sodium chloride concentration of 0.17 M. The co-
lor scale for ion density can be found in Fig. 4.
FIGURE 4 Untwisted ion and water normalized density distributions at
0.17 M NaCl. Results from MD with SPC/E (left), 3D-RISM-PSE-4 (mid-
dle), and NLPB (right) for sodium (upper row), chloride (middle row), and
water oxygen (lower row). Due to the continuum treatment of the water
dielectric effect, it is not possible to determine the distribution of water
from NLPB theory in a straightforward manner.
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from MD simulations and 3D-RISM possess two peaks
located in the minor and major grooves (see Fig. 5, red-
and green-shaded areas, respectively). The peaks are
located in the interval r< 5.0 A˚ and 5.0< r<7.5 A˚, respec-
tively (see Fig. 2 for the 3D density and Fig. 5 for the
corresponding cRDFs). Only the second peak is present
in NLPB cylindrical distribution functions. Although
3D-RISM and MD simulations show very similar sodium
binding patterns in the grooves, 3D-RISM underestimates
the number of bound cations for the second peak and
slightly overestimates the height of the first.
Untwisted densities can isolate the types of interactions
that lead up to these 1D profiles. In Fig. 3, the circles that
delimit the aforementioned two regions are overlaid on
untwisted distributions, and one can easily identify the cor-
responding types of interactions. For both MD simulations
and the RISM, the peak located at r<5 A corresponds to
sodium ions located in the major groove. These form ion
bridges (30) through inner-sphere coordination of two
G:O6 atoms belonging exclusively to 50-GC-30/30-CG-50
basepair steps. Sodium ions involved in such interaction
are located in the region labeled 1 in Fig. 3. Ion-bridge bind-ing patterns have been identified previously from MD sim-
ulations of DNA and RNA duplexes with K as counter- and
coions and were found to be specific to (d,r)(50-GC-30/30-
CG-50) and r(50-AU-30/30-UA-50) basepair steps (30,32).
The peak located between 5 A˚ and 7.5 A˚ corresponds to
several types of interactions between sodium ions and the
minor and major grooves. MD simulations and 3D-RISM
show similar binding patterns, as can be seen in Figs. 2
and 4. On the major-groove side, sodium ions in region 2
in Fig. 3 C make inner-sphere coordination with G:N7 and
A:N7 atoms. Region 4 includes sodium ions at solvent
separation from DNA, making outer-sphere contacts with
hydrogen-bond acceptors in the groove. A significant water
density (twice the bulk density) is located approximately
between regions 1 and 2 on one side and region 4 on the
other. This indicates that water is able to mediate the
outer-sphere interactions of sodium ions in region 4 and
compete with sodium ions in region 1 or 2 by sharing their
hydrogen atoms for hydrogen-bond formations. In the minor
groove, sodium ions are located in region 3, and interactions
are more spatially restricted than those in the major groove.
The main interacting patterns correspond to chelating inner-
sphere coordination between sodium ions and Ni:O4
0 and C/
Tiþ1:O2. Water is able to compete for the same sites and
adopts density values 1.5–2.0 times larger than those in
the bulk. Water molecules that are part of the first two
solvation layers of the minor groove of B-DNA are usually
associated with the term spine of hydration or hydration
ribbon(s) and have been the focus of intensive and extensive
experimental and theoretical research on aspects such as
impact on DNA stability or sequence specificity (reviewedBiophysical Journal 106(4) 883–894
890 Giambasxu et al.in monographs such as Neidle (103), Blackburn et al. (104),
and Sidel et al. (105). The most important experimentally
verified findings that MD and 3D-RISM are able to capture
are the ability of water to penetrate and bind specifically in
the groove and the competition with monovalent ions for the
aforementioned chelating interactions.Interaction with phosphates
Interactions between cations and phosphates outside the
grooves have the largest impact on the shape of the molec-
ular distribution functions and on estimated values of PIPs
(see next section). The most important interactions relevant
for ion-counting measurements are those between cation
phosphate oxygen atoms. Isosurfaces derived from 3D
distribution functions show that the binding patterns of
cations to the phosphates fits the territorial binding picture
with a multitude of binding patterns, making direct contact
or sitting at one or two solvation layers away from the phos-
phates. There are not many sources of structural experi-
mental data that can expose the detailed distributions of
both ions and water in the immediate vicinity of helical
nucleic acids. Anomalous small-angle x-ray scattering
(2,3), for example, can be used to model the RDF between
the electronic density of the nucleic acid and the excess
number of surrounding ions out of scattering profiles, but
no measurement has been made on a system such as that
used in this work.
Ions residing outside the grooves but in the immediate
vicinity of phosphates are included in region 3 of the
cRDF (see Fig. 5), exhibiting a peak at ~10 A˚ from the
helical axis. The 3D-RISM yields the largest peak height,
followed by MD simulations and finally NLPB calculations,
which reveal a broad unstructured distribution. In addition,
3D-RISM distribution has the tightest shape.Biophysical Journal 106(4) 883–894Again, the untwisted densities provide insight into the
interaction patterns and reveal further differences between
the three methods (Fig. 4). First, distributions from MD
simulations and 3D-RISM are layered and show more
cationic density accumulated around phosphates. That is
not the case with conventional NLPB calculations, which
predict almost uniform distribution of cations around phos-
phates and the grooves. Furthermore, NLPB calculations
fail to reveal any layering to distinguish between inner-
and outer-sphere coordination between phosphates and
sodiums. Second, one can explain the subtle differences
between cRDFs originating from MD simulations and those
from 3D-RISM (see Fig. 5). The 3D-RISM predicts a higher
and more uniform accumulation of cations that make inner-
sphere contacts than does MD simulation, as can be seen in
the untwisted densities in region 5 of Fig. 3. MD predicts a
higher density of cations making inner-sphere contacts
around the minor groove. Further, for cations sitting at sol-
vent separation from the phosphates (Fig. 3, region 8), MD
simulation shows a higher density than 3D-RISM.Correlation radius
The effect of the highly negatively charged nucleic acid on
the cation distribution extends beyond the region where
cations make inner- or outer-sphere contacts with the phos-
phates. In Fig. 5, one can observe that the sodium ion
densities located outside of region 3 of cylindrical RDFs
are different from those of the bulk for 10–20 A˚ more, de-
pending on the salt concentration. As such, the correlation
radius of the B-DNA molecule extends 25–35 A˚ away
from its helical axis. As shown in Fig. 5, MD simulations,
3D-RISM, and NLPB calculations suggest that the cor-
relation radius of the B-DNA molecule increases with
decreasing monovalent salt concentration: at 0.7–0.8 MFIGURE 5 Naþ cylindrical RDFs obtained from
explicit-solvent MD simulations (left), 3D-RISM
(middle), and NLPB (right) at ~0.2 M (upper)
and ~0.73 M (lower). A cylindrical subvolume
(r ¼ 40 A and z ¼ 60 A) of the simulations was
used to avoid end effects. Note that the normali-
zation factor (salt bulk concentration) is slightly
different (see Table S2) for each combination of
water and ion models. To see this figure in color,
go online.
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at 0.1–0.2 M the value increases to 35 A˚.Preferential Interaction Parameters (PIPs)
Here we compare the estimates of ion counting from MD
simulations, 3D-RISM, NLPB calculations, and experiment.
Overall, we find that MD simulations and 3D-RISM are
able to match results of ion-counting experiments over a
range of concentrations, whereas NLPB calculations cannot
(see Fig. 6 and Table S4). Good agreement between MD
simulations and experiment has been found in recent studies
on RNA duplexes (28,29). It is important to note in making
this comparison that the estimated error in experimental
results increases considerably with salt concentration. This
is reflected in the net charge of the Naþ and Cl (not
shown), which is within error of 46 e but can deviate by
several units.
For concentrations close to the physiological value, all
MD estimates match experimental results within error but
begin to fail at higher concentrations. In general, the calcu-
lations that use TIP4P-Ew and SPC/E water models are
closest to experiment. TIP4P-Ew, in particular, is within
or near experimental error for both Naþ and Cl. SPC/E
is close to experimental error for Cl only and TIP3P pro-
vides excess numbers that are too low. At 0.2 M, SPC/E
and TIP4P-Ew are nearly indistinguishable at 0.2 M,
whereas TIP3P gives a lower result. The fact that 0.2 M is
near the ideal ion regime is likely a significant contributor
to the success of the various models at this concentration.
For 0.73 M, only TIP4P-Ew has reasonable agreement
with the experimental PIPs for both Naþ and Cl. SPC/E
is nearly within error for the Cl PIP but falls well short
of the Naþ value. TIP3P greatly underestimates the number
of excess Naþ at this higher concentration. The larger van
der Waals radius for Naþ in JC:TIP3P relative to the other
parameter sets is a likely contributor to this result.
The 3D-RISM has good agreement with experimental
results for all but the lowest concentrations. It also agrees
well with SPC/E MD simulations at 0.1842 M but not at
0.7452 M. As noted in 4.1.1, when compared with MD sim-FIGURE 6 Comparison between theoretical estimates of Naþ (left) and
Cl (right) PIPs and experimental results from Bai et al. (4). To see this
figure in color, go online.ulations, 3D-RISM calculations underestimate the minor-
and major-groove binding of ions and instead preferentially
place ions around the phosphate backbone.
The NLPB model, on the other hand, fails over almost
the entire concentration range. This was not evident in
some previous studies (4,29) due to the method of cal-
culating the number of excess ions and the ion radii that
were used. As discussed in 2.1, when calculating PIPs in
molar concentration units, it is important to integrate over
the entire volume, including the solvent-excluded region
in the DNA interior, when using Eqs. 6 and 16. For
example, at 1 M, a volume equivalent to the ion-excluded
region of the 24L DNA fragment in our NLPB calculations
contains  20 Naþ. Omitting the ion-excluded region from
the integral gives a PIP of  34 rather than  14 calculated
from the all-space integral. Previous studies using NLPB
methods have generally omitted the ion-excluded volume
from PIP calculations and, combined with their use of large
ion radii, have achieved good fits to experimental molar
data. The ion radii used were typically >4 A˚, which is
equivalent to having ions completely solvent-separated
from the DNA surface. In contrast, MD simulations and
3D-RISM show ions in direct contact with DNA (see
Fig. 4). Regardless of whether adjusting parameters would
allow NLPB to obtain better agreement with ion-counting
experiments, it is clear that the ion distributions using
NLPB qualitatively lack structural details that are available
only when correlation between solution components is
considered.CONCLUSIONS
The ion atmosphere around nucleic acids has tremendous
importance for supporting structure, dynamics, or catalytic
activity. Neutralization of the high and extended charge
density of nucleic acids when they are brought into an
aqueous environment is realized through two mechanisms:
counterion condensation and anion depletion. Simulations
can complement structural data extracted from x-ray,
NMR, SAXS, and other measurements, and can provide
an atomic-level description of the dynamics associated
with the accumulation of ions around nucleic acids.
Herein, the results of MD simulations and 3D-RISM and
NLPB calculations are analyzed and compared with
available ion-counting measurements. The results for the
NLPB model are markedly different from those of the two
molecular-based theories. The net association of counter-
ions is much smaller than with either the other theories or
experiment at salt concentrations >0.4 M. However, regard-
less of the ion-counting numbers, the ion distributions them-
selves from NLPB are qualitatively inconsistent (at all
concentrations studied here) with those from MD or
3D-RISM models, since the former all but lack any defined
structure. These comparisons point to real limitations in the
use of continuum solvent models in this field.Biophysical Journal 106(4) 883–894
892 Giambasxu et al.We present two methods to compute PIPs. The first
approach uses KB integrals and depends on the local density
of salt and water around the solute. The second approach
uses two distinct spatial partitions, similar in spirit to the
setup in osmosis experiments. In this case, one can estimate
the PIPs by knowing the bulk concentrations of salt and
water only. This approach might be well suited for irregu-
larly shaped or flexible solutes for which distribution func-
tion might be harder to define.
At salt concentrations close to physiological values, the
estimates for ion counting from MD and 3D-RISM are
within error of the experimentally determined values. The
ion distributions from MD simulations and 3D-RISM cal-
culations, from which PIPs are computed, are largely
compatible, clearly showing a multilayered distribution
and distinct ionic binding sites in the major and minor
grooves. However, there are some discrepancies in the
details of these distributions, such as the propensity of
3D-RISM to overaccumulate sodiums around the phosphate
backbone, its slightly reduced density maxima, and its
overrepresentation of chlorides near the DNA surface. At
concentrations close to 1 M, MD simulations and 3D-
RISM calculations underestimate the values, with JC:TIP4-
PEw and JC:SPC/E parameter sets being closer to
experiment.
These results provide an overall picture of how simple
helical nucleic acids are neutralized by the ion atmosphere
in electrolyte solutions. The distribution of ions and water
is layered outside the grooves and has well defined,
sequence-dependent competing binding modes in both the
minor and major grooves. The results presented here lay
the ground for future efforts to improve the representation
of DNA-ion interactions over larger concentration ranges,
and to begin to dissect the contribution of the ion atmo-
sphere in RNA folding.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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